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1.

Introduction
1.1 Although the Records Management Policy provides the overarching
framework for achieving high quality safe record keeping, it is based on the
principle that the primary clinical record is held in paper format.
The Trust has agreed a phased implementation of an electronic patient
record (EPR) system named PARIS where the electronic record replaces
the paper record as the primary record.
During the implementation phase there will be some services whose
primary records become electronic and some services whose primary
records remain paper based.
1.2

This interim additional procedure is therefore provided to explain how
scanned images or uploaded documents can be safely stored on computer
networks and migrated to PARIS.

1.3

This procedure will establish guidelines for:
• Authenticity, integrity and availability of stored data
• Legal admissibility of scanned, stored and electronically communicated
data

2.

Purpose
2.1

The purpose of this procedure is to:
•

•
•
•

3.

Provide guidance on process, procedure, audit in order to ensure
authenticity, integrity, security and legal admissibility of scanned, stored or
migrated data.
Improve reliability of, and confidence in, communicated information, and
electronic documents to which an electronic identity is applied
Maximise the evidential weight which court or other body may assign to
presented information
Provide confidence to external inspectors (i.e. regulators and auditors)
that the Trust’s information and business practices are robust and reliable.

Scope
3.1

3.2

4.

All information which is scanned or uploaded into electronic clinical
information systems from both Mental Health & Specialist Services and
Community Services.
All information about a service user received electronically will be uploaded
to PARIS from both Mental Health & Specialist Services and Community
Services.

Aims
The aims of our records management system are to ensure that:
•

records are available when needed – all documentation received into
the service should be scanned and uploaded within 2 working days.
Similarly any emails or electronic information such as electronic referrals
should be uploaded within 2 working days;
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•
•
•
•

•

•

•

5.

records can be accessed – all information is readily available for those
clinicians who need to access it for patient care;
records can be interpreted – the context of the record can be
interpreted: who created or added to the record and when, during which
business process, and how the record is related to other records;
records can be trusted – the record reliably represents the information
that was actually used in, or created by, the business process, and its
integrity and authenticity can be demonstrated;
records can be maintained through time – the qualities of availability,
accessibility, interpretation and trustworthiness can be maintained for as
long as the record is needed, perhaps permanently, despite changes of
format;
records are secure – from unauthorised or inadvertent alteration or
erasure, that access and disclosure are properly controlled and audit
trails will track all use and changes. To ensure that records are held in a
robust format which remains readable for as long as records are
required;
records are retained and disposed of appropriately – using
consistent and documented retention and disposal procedures, which
include provision for appraisal and the permanent preservation of
records with archival value; and
staff are trained – so that all staff are made aware of their
responsibilities for record-keeping and record management.

Legal admissibility
5.1

Legal admissibility is a core Records Management principle and if a
document is scanned it must be a true representation of the original.

5.2

Proving the authenticity of a scanned document is crucial if required as
evidence in court and that any document scanned into or uploaded has not
been changed since the time of its storage. For example, a referral letter
received by fax and uploaded to PARIS via a folder on the network is a true
representation of the original.

5.3

The organisation has a duty to ensure documents created or scanned,
stored and migrated through electronic systems meet the evidential weight
as outlined in the Civil Evidence Act 1995 to ensure Legal Admissibility
should a Court require it.

5.4

Compliance with this procedure does not guarantee legal admissibility. It is
possible to maximise the evidential weight of a record/ document by setting
up authorised procedures and being able to demonstrate in court that those
procedures have been followed.
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6.

Preparation of paper documents prior to scanning
All paper documents need to be examined prior to the scanning process, to
ensure that as high a quality image as possible is obtained.
•

Remove all staples, clips or other document bindings ensuring that there is no
damage to the original that may affect the capture of information from the
document

•

Remove any poly pockets / plastic wallets

•

Ensure that all physical attachments e.g. post it notes, medical results
attached to mount sheets, are removed and photocopied separately before
scanning (See Appendix 2 for what can go wrong)

•

Anything stuck onto a page such as labels must be firmly attached, especially
at the edges. They should not be obscuring anything underneath

•

Where the paper is very old and thin and unlikely to pass through the scanner
this should be photocopied initially and then scanned.

•

If the quality of the print is poor this should be photocopied with a higher
resolution using the photocopier. Handwriting (or hand drawing) using pencils
can be faint, and difficult to reproduce. Care should be taken when scanning
to ensure that image brightness and contrast are appropriate for these
images.

•

Check the physical state of the paper. The top edges of each sheet have to
be ‘grabbed’ by the scanning rollers, so they should be straightened out if
folded if using a scanner with rollers (See Appendix 3 that shows folded over
corners)

•

Ensure all pages of a multi- page document is kept together and in the
appropriate order before, during and after scanning

•

Where originals are photocopied please check the quality of the photocopy.

•

Ensure that all the information contained on the original is retained on the
photocopy

•

Anything that has been successfully photocopied can by removed and
destroyed in the confidential waste bin. (Thus ensuring that nothing is
duplicated in the scanning process).

•

If the document is not an original but a photocopy this should be stamped as
‘COPY’ to indicate this (Appendix 4).

•

Ensure every page and the entire page is copied/scanned

•

Scan the documents in chronological order.

•

Check that all the information in the document pertains to the same patient
(NHS number, name and date of birth). If misfiled information is found it must
be removed and relocated in the appropriate record.
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7.

Scanning equipment
•

Only Trust approved scanning equipment must be used and set to
scan at least 200dpi.

•

Scanning equipment must be regularly cleaned and maintained.

•

The procurement of scanners should always be completed via the
Trust ICT ordering process. Approved equipment can be found on the
ICT quote page of the intranet. There are currently three types of
scanners:-

•

8.

o

Single page and single use scanners

o

Multipage and single use scanners

o

Multiple pages and team scanners

Trust Multifunction Unit (MFU’s) or All-In-One photocopier units can be
used to scan; these devices will email the images via NHSmail but
require setup by the Trust ICT Department.

Temporary storage of scanned or uploaded documents
A temporary folder should be created within your department/service’s G
Drive folder; this will be used to temporarily store the scanned documents.
Once the document has been uploaded the scanned image should be
removed. Staff should not retain scanned documents once it has been
successfully uploaded, this will reduce the risk of duplication.

9.

Naming conventions/indexing
Naming conventions provide a set of rules, which assist the individual end
user in allocating a framework for the naming of folders that hold a group of
documents
9.1 Naming conventions for record titles should aim to:
•
•
•
•
•

9.2

Give a unique title to each record
Give a meaningful title which closely reflects the records contents
Express elements of the title in a structured and predictable order
Locate the most specific information at the beginning of the title and the
most general at the end
Give a similarly structured and worded title to records which are linked
(e.g. an earlier and a later version)
Scanned records, emails or documents uploaded such as email
attachments pertaining to a client should be stored under an approved
naming convention i.e. Surname, First name, NHS number, date of
birth, date.
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10. How to scan & upload it to your computer
10.1

Local Scanner
10.1.1 Insert the documents facedown in the scanner. If it is a flatbed
scanner or put it into the document feeder, make sure that the
scanner is clean and free of debris.
10.1.2 Press the ’Scan’ button. If the scanner does not have a scan
button, open Microsoft Word or imaging software for the
scanner and initiate the scan.
10.1.3 On the Scanning options ensure that the image resolution is
set to a minimum of 200dpi and image type is Jpeg or PDF.
10.1.4 Wait for the document to scan and once completed check the
scanned image is acceptable. If acceptable save with an
appropriately named file to a team shared area on the G:Drive.
If the scanned image falls short of being acceptable, the scan
process will need to be repeated.
10.1.5 Login into the PARIS and follow the process to upload a
document, and when selecting where to acquire the image
select the G;Drive location for your team and choose the
document you wish to upload and press OK. You will need to
add some additional information regarding the document
during the upload process.
10.1.6 Once the scanned document has been uploaded successfully
can has been tested, the copy on the team G:\ Drive location
should be removed.

10.2

Network/Photocopier Scanner
10.2.1 Insert the documents in the scanner or put the documents into
the document feeder, make sure that the scanner is clean and
free of debris.
10.2.2 Enter your personal PIN and Select the ’Scan’ option on the
photocopier panel, If the scanner does not have a scan option
see manual.
10.2.3 On the scanning options ensure that the image resolution is set
to a minimum of 200dpi and Scan to Email option is selected,
this will send the image as PDF file. You may be required to
select or enter your email address.
10.2.4 On receipt of the emailed images check the scanned image is
acceptable. If acceptable save with an appropriately named file
to a team shared area on the G:Drive. If the scanned image
falls short of being acceptable, the scan process will need to
be repeated.
10.2.5 Login into the PARIS and follow the process to upload a
document, and when selecting where to acquire the image
select the G;Drive location for your team and choose the
document you wish to upload and press OK. You will need to
add some additional information regarding the document
during the upload process.
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10.2.6 Once the scanned document has been uploaded successfully
can has been tested, the copy on the team G:\ Drive location
should be removed.

11. Quality Control
11.1

Following scanning a check should be made of the paper document
against the scanned document, ensuring that:•

The same amount of pages has been scanned

•

All pages are legible

•

They are the exact replicas of the originals

11.2

When starting scanning initially a relatively large sample may be
selected (20%), which may be reduced (e.g. to 10% or even 5%) once
the consistency of meeting the required standards has been
demonstrated.

11.3

The quality control check should take place by someone other than
the person who scanned the document to assure confidence in the
quality control process and to ensure that the all pages are legible, the
same amount of pages have been scanned and they are exact
replicas of the originals.

11.4

Quality Control checks should be undertaken within one month unless
an alternative time period has been formally agreed with the Records
Manager.

11.5

Training will be provided for staff who quality control scanned
documents.

11.6

Once a document is scanned it should not be reprinted for clinical
purposes, (unless an area which uses paper records requests it) with
the exception of outside agencies or a subject access request

11.7

Quality control sheets (Appendix 1) must be retained for audit
purposes.

12. Uploading documents
12.1

Documents such as scanned documents, e-mails and e-mail
attachments pertinent to a clinical record should be transferred to the
Electronic Patient Record (EPR) i.e PARIS

12.2

Open the EPR application, locate the correct patient by using the NHS
number as the unique identifier.

12.3

Select the correct section to upload your document i.e. Referrals and
upload the scanned referral into the insert documents tab.
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13. Retention
13.1

Original documentation should be kept until quality checks have taken
place and assurance that the scanned documents are legible and
stored securely

13.2

All original documentation should be retained appropriately in
alphabetical order and chronologically in either a lever arch file or
document wallets (no plastic wallets).

13.3

Once quality control checks have taken place then the original
documentation should be confidentially destroyed.

13.4

It is not necessary to keep the electronic version. To avoid any
alterations or later amendments the scanned image or uploaded
document must be deleted from the network drive. This is to prevent
duplication of systems and information and the potential for
information to be missed, incorrectly added to or otherwise
inappropriately processed.

14. Guidance
14.1

A simple steps guidance procedure for scanning and uploading
documents can be found as an appendix. This may be laminated and
used as an aide memoire to assist when scanning/uploading
documents.

15. Audit
15.1

The procedure and processes will be audited annually to ensure that
procedures are being observed.
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Appendix 1

Scanning & Uploading Documents
Quality Control
Date

Name of person
who
scanned/uploaded
document

NHS Number

Appropriately
named file on PC
drive

Uploaded
to correct
patient on
PARIS

Overall
Legibility

Contains
all pages

Contai
ns
'COPY'
stamp
if
approp
riate

Issues e.g.
Mechanical,
human
error

The above records have been quality assured
Print Name:

Signature:

Designation:
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Service:

Action

Date Corrected

Appendix 2
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Appendix 3
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Appendix 4
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Simple Steps
Important: All documentation should be scanned and uploaded
within 2 working days
Scanning – What to do first
•

Identify documents eligible for scanning

•

Prepare documents for scanning

Scanning Preparation
•

Remove all staples, clips or other document bindings ensuring that there is no
damage to the original that may affect the capture of information from the
document

•

Remove any poly pockets / plastic wallets

•

Ensure that all physical attachments e.g. post it notes, medical results attached to
mount sheets, are removed and photocopied separately before scanning.

•

Anything stuck onto a page such as labels must be firmly attached, especially at
the edges. They should not be obscuring anything underneath

•

Where the paper is very old and thin and unlikely to pass through the scanner
this should be photocopied.

•

If the quality of the print is poor this should be photocopied with a higher
resolution using the photocopier. Handwriting (or hand drawing) using pencils can
be faint, and difficult to reproduce. Care should be taken when scanning to
ensure that image brightness and contrast are appropriate for these images.

•

Check the physical state of the paper. The top edges of each sheet have to be
‘grabbed’ by the scanning rollers, so they should be straightened out if folded

•

Ensure all pages of a multi- page document is kept together and in the
appropriate order before, during and after scanning

•

Where originals are photocopied please check the quality of the photocopy.

•

Ensure that all the information contained on the original is retained on the
photocopy

•

Anything that has been successfully photocopied can by removed and destroyed
in the confidential waste bin. (Thus ensuring that nothing is duplicated in the
scanning process).

•

If the document is not an original but a copy this should be stamped as ‘COPY’ to
indicate this.

•

Ensure every page is copied

•

Scan the documents in chronological order.

•

Check that all the information in the document pertains to the same patient (NHS
number, name and date of birth). If misfiled information is found it must be
removed and relocated in the appropriate record.
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Storage of scanned/uploaded document
•

Appropriately name the scanned document i.e. surname, first name, NHS
number, date of birth, date

•

Upload / scan document to a secure network drive

Quality Control
Check:
•

The same amount of pages has been scanned

•

All pages are legible

•

They are the exact replicas of the originals

•

Retain quality control paperwork

Transfer / migration of information
•

Correctly identify the patient by using the NHS number

•

Open the relevant page on the electronic patient record

•

Upload document

•

Check that the image has uploaded

Retention
•

Original documentation should be kept until quality checks have taken place and
assurance that the scanned documents are legible and stored securely

•

All original documentation should be retained appropriately in alphabetical order
and chronologically in either a lever arch file or document wallets (no plastic
wallets).

•

Once quality control checks have taken place then the original documentation
should be confidentially destroyed.

•

It is not necessary to keep the electronic version. To avoid any
alterations or later amendments the scanned image or uploaded
document must be deleted from the network drive.

This ‘Simple Steps’ procedure may be laminated and used as an aide
memoire to assist when scanning/uploading documents
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